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1 introduction
$K$ $0$ , $V$ $K$ $l$ $K^{l}$ . $S$ $K$
$K[x_{1}, \ldots, x_{l}]$ , Sym $(V^{*})$ . $S$ $K$
$S=\oplus_{i\in N}S_{i}$ ( $S_{i}$ $i$ $K$ ). Der $(S)_{i}=$
$S_{i}\partial_{1}\oplus\cdots\oplus S_{i}\partial_{l}$ ( $\partial_{i}$ x ) , Der $(S)=\oplus_{i}$ Der $(S)_{i}$
. Der $(S)$ $S$ .
finite collection central hyperplane arrangement(
) , central hyperplane arrangement $\mathcal{A}$ $\mu$ : $\mathcal{A}arrow \mathbb{N}=\mathbb{Z}\geq 0$ $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$
a multiarrangement (of hyperplanes) . , $l$
, l-multiarrangement .*1 , central hyperplane arrangement
* , numata$\Phi stat.t.u-toky\circ$ . ac. jp
\dagger JST CREST
$*1$ , l-multiarrangement central arrangement $\mathcal{A}$ $m:\mathcal{A}arrow \mathbb{Z}_{>0}$ $(\mathcal{A}, m)$
. l-multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ , $\mathcal{A}’=\mu^{-1}(\{0\}),$ $m=\mu|_{A’}$
, l-multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}’, m)$ .
, , $0$ .
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$\mathcal{A}$ multiplicity 1 multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}, \underline{1}:\mathcal{A}\ni H\mapsto 1\in \mathbb{Z}\geq 0)$
, simple arrangement .
, multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ , $\overline{\mu}:S_{1}arrow \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$
:
$\overline{\mu}(\alpha)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\mu(ker(\alpha)) ker(\alpha)\in \mathcal{A}0 otherwise.\end{array}$
Multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)=\overline{\mu}$ , $S$- $D(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$
$D(\mathcal{A}, \mu)=\{\theta=$ Der$(S)|\forall\alpha\in S_{1},$ $\theta(\alpha)\in(\alpha^{\overline{\mu}(\alpha)})$ . $\}$
. $D(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ graded left S-module . $D(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ $S$
, multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ . , $D(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ $SbI$
, $\{\theta_{1}, \theta_{2}, \ldots, \theta_{l}\}$ ,
multiset $[\deg(\theta_{1}), . . . , \deg(\theta_{l})]$ $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ exponents , $\exp(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ .
.
Problem 1.1 Multiarrangement $(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ ?
$\exp(\mathcal{A}, \mu)$ ?
, [1] , 2 multiarrange-




$G=(V, E)$ simple nondirected .
, $V$ $E\subset(\begin{array}{l}V2\end{array})=\{\{v, w\}\subset V|v\neq w\}$ .
self loop .
$\{v_{1}, v_{2}\},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\},$
$\ldots,$
$\{v_{n-1}, v_{n}\},$ $\{v_{n}, v_{1}\}\in E$
$v_{1},$ $\ldots,$
$v_{n}\in V$ $n$ .
$v_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $v_{n}$ $\{v_{i}, vj\}\in E$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\},$ $\ldots,$ $\{v_{n-1}, v_{n}\}$ ,




1 Perfect elimination order




’ . $G=(V, E)$ 4
.
Definition 2.1 $G=(V, E)$ , chordal .
Chordal graph .
Proposition 2.2 :
$\bullet$ $G=(V, E)$ chordal.
$\bullet$ $\sigma:Varrow\{1, \ldots, l\}$ :
$-\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E,$ $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})>\sigma(v_{2})$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E$ .
Remark 2.3 $\sigma:Varrow\{1, . . . , l\}$ ,
Proposition 2.2 ,
:
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E,$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\not\in E,$ $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})$ and $\sigma(v_{2})<\sigma(v_{3})$ .
perfect elimination order .
Example 2.4 $2(a)$ , , $v_{1},$ $v_{2},$ $v_{3},$ $v_{4}$
, chordal . , 1
, perfect elimination order
. , 2(b) , chordal . $\sigma(v_{i})=i$ perfect
elimination order .
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Chordal graph $G=(V, E)$ , $G$ perfect elimination order $\sigma:Varrow\{1, . . . , l\}$
,
$\deg_{i}(G, \sigma)=|\{x\in V|\sigma(x)<i=\sigma(y), \{x, y\}\in E\}|$
. $\deg_{1}(G, \sigma)$ $0$ . $\deg_{i}(G, \sigma)$ perfect elimination
order $\sigma$ , multiset $[\deg_{1}(G, \sigma), \deg_{2}(G, \sigma), \ldots, \deg_{l}(G, \sigma)]$ $\sigma$
.
Example 2.5 2(b) , $\sigma(v_{i})=i$ perfect
elimination order , $\deg_{1}(G, \sigma),$ $\deg_{2}(G, \sigma),$ $\ldots$ :
$\deg_{1}(G, \sigma)=0$ ,
$\deg_{3}(G, \sigma)=|\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}|=2$ ,
2.2 Graphic arrangement
$\deg_{2}(G, \sigma)=|\{v_{1}\}|=1$ ,
$\deg_{4}(G, \sigma)=|\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}|=2$ .
$1\leq i<j\leq l$ , $\alpha_{ij}=x_{i}-Xj,$ $H_{ij}=ker(\alpha_{ij})$ . , $A_{l-1}$
Braid arrangement :
$A_{l-1}=\{H_{ij}|1\leq i<j\leq l\}$ .
$m\in \mathbb{Z}\geq 0$ , $\underline{2m}:\mathcal{A}_{l-1}arrow \mathbb{Z}_{\geq 0}$ , $H\in A_{l-1}$ $\underline{2m}(H)=2m$




Definition 2.6 Multiarrangement $(A_{l-1,\mu)}$ $V=\{x_{1}, . . . , x_{l}\}$
$G=(V, E)$ , ( $A_{l-1,\mu)[G]}$ multiarrangement $(A_{l-1,\mu’)}$ ,
$\mu$’ :
$\mu’(H_{ij})=\{\begin{array}{ll}\mu(H_{ij})+1 if \{x_{i}, x_{j}\}\in E\mu(H_{ij}) if x_{i}, x_{j} are disjoint.\end{array}$
$(A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G]$ . $(m=0$ ,
$(A_{l-1},\underline{2m})[G]$ $\{H_{ij}|\{i, j\}\in E\}$ simple arrangement )
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Theorem 2.7 ([4, 2]) :
$\bullet$ $(A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G]$ .
$\bullet$ $G$ chordal.
, $\sigma$ $G$ perfect elimination order :
$\exp(A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G]$
$=[0+\deg_{1}(G, \sigma), lm+\deg_{2}(G, \sigma), lm+\deg_{3}(G, \sigma), \ldots, lm+\deg_{l}(G, \sigma)]$
$=[ 0 , lm+\deg_{2}(G, \sigma), lm+\deg_{3}(G, \sigma), \ldots, lm+\deg_{l}(G, \sigma)]$ .
3
3.1 Definition and notation
, 2 . $G=$ $(V, E)$ $c:Earrow$
$\{+1, -1 \}$ signed graph . $E+=c^{-1}$ $(\{+1 \})$ , $E_{-}=c^{-1}(\{-1\})$
. $G=(V, E, c)$ $(V, E_{+}, E_{-})$ .
Definition 3.1 $\sigma:Varrow\{1, . . . , l \}$ $G$ signed elimination
order :
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E_{+},$ $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})>\sigma(v_{2})$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E_{+}$ .
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-},$ $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})>\sigma(v_{2})$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-}$ .
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E_{-},$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E_{+},$ $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})>\sigma(v_{2})$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-}$ .
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E+,$ $\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-},$ $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})>\sigma(v_{2})$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E+\cdot$
Remark 3.2 $\sigma:Varrow\{1, \ldots, l\}$ ,
signed elimination order ,
:
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E_{+},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\not\in E$
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\not\in E$
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E+,$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E_{-}$
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E+$
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E_{-},\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E+,$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\not\in E$
$\bullet$ $\{v_{1}, v_{2}\}\in E_{+},\{v_{2}, v_{3}\}\in E_{-},$ $\{v_{1}, v_{3}\}\not\in E$
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$v_{1}vv_{1}vA_{2}^{v_{3}}\Lambda_{2}^{v_{3}}v_{1}v_{2}\triangle^{v_{3}}v_{1}v_{2}v_{1}v_{2}\triangle^{v_{3}}\triangle^{v_{3}}v_{1}v_{2}\triangle^{v_{3}}$
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
3 Signed elimination order
, $\sigma(v_{1})<\sigma(v_{3})>\sigma(v_{2})$ . $E_{+}$ , $E_{-}$
3 .
Definition 3.3 Signed graph $G$ signed elimination order $G$
signed eliminable .
Remark 3.4 $E_{-}=\emptyset$ . $G=(V, E+’\emptyset)$ signed eliminable ,
$(V, E_{+})$ chordal .
Remark 3.5 $E+$ $E_{-}$ , $G=(V, E+, E_{-})$ signed elim-
inable , $G’=(V, E_{-}, E_{+})$ chordal
.
Example 3.6 $E+$ 1 , $E_{-}$ 2 ( )
. 4 , signed eliminable . ,
signed elimination order . , 5 , signed
eliminable , signed elimination order
. , 4 signed graphs 4, 5 .
Definition 3.7 $G=(V, E+, E_{-})$ Signed elimination graph , $G$ signed elim-
ination order $\sigma:Varrow\{1, . . . , l\}$ ,
$\deg_{i}^{+}(G, \sigma)=|\{x\in V|\sigma(x)<i=\sigma(y), \{x, y\}\in E_{+}\}|$
$\deg_{i}^{-}(G, \sigma)=|\{x\in V|\sigma(x)<i=\sigma(y), \{x, y\}\in E_{-}\}|$
$\deg_{i}(G, \sigma)=\deg_{i}^{+}-\deg_{i}^{-}$
.
Remark 3.8 , $\deg_{1}(G, \sigma)$ $0$ . , $\deg_{i}(G, \sigma)$ signed
elimination order , , multiset $[\deg_{1}(G, \sigma), . . . , \deg|(G, \sigma)]$











4 Signed eliminable graphs
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(a) (b)




Remark 3.9 $G=(V, E_{+}, E_{-})$ signed eliminable graph , $\sigma$ $G$ signed
elimination order . , $G‘=(V, E_{-}, E_{+})$




Example 3.10 $E+$ 1 , $E_{-}$ 2 , 4(s)
$G$ . 4(s) signed elimination order $\sigma$
, $\sigma(v_{i})=i$ . , $\deg_{i}(G, \sigma)$ :
$\deg_{1}(G, \sigma)=0-0=0$ , $\deg_{2}(G, \sigma)=0-0=0$ ,
$\deg_{3}(G, \sigma)=|\{v_{1}\}|-|\{v_{2}\}|=0$ , $\deg_{4}(G, \sigma)=|\{v_{1}, v3\}|-|\{v_{2}\}|=1$ .
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3.2 Main result
Multiarrangement $(A_{l-1,\mu)}$ signed graph $G=(V, E_{+}, E_{-})$
.
Definition 3.11 Multiarrangement $(A\iota-1, \mu)$ $V=\{x_{1}, \ldots, x\iota\}$
signed graph $G=(V, E+, E_{-})$ , $(A\iota-1, \mu)[G]$ multiarrangement $(A\iota-1, \mu’)$
, $\mu’$ :
$\mu’(H_{ij})=\{\begin{array}{ll}\mu(H_{ij})-1 if \{x_{i}, x_{j}\}\in E_{-}\mu(H_{ij}) if x_{i}, x_{j} are disjoint\mu(H_{ij})+1 if \{x_{i}, x_{j}\}\in E+\cdot\end{array}$
$(A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G]$ .
Theorem 3.12 (Main result) $m\in \mathbb{Z}>0$ , :
$\bullet$ $(A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G]$ .
$\bullet$ $G$ signed eliminable.
, $\sigma$ $G$ signed elimination order , :
$\exp((A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G])$
$=[0+\deg_{1}(G, \sigma), lm+\deg_{2}(G, \sigma), \ldots, lm+\deg_{l}(G, \sigma)]$
$=$ $[ 0 , lm+\deg_{2}(G, \sigma), \ldots, lm+\deg_{l}(G, \sigma)]$ .
33
.
Signed eliminable graph $G=(V, E, c)$ , $G$ signed elimination order $\sigma:Varrow$
$\{1, \ldots, l\}$ ,
$E_{\sigma,i}=\{\{x, y\}\in E|\sigma(x), \sigma(y)\leq i\}$
. , $E_{\sigma,1}=\emptyset,$ $E_{\sigma,l}=E$ . , .
Lemma 3.13 $G=(V, E, c)$ signed eliminable graph , $\sigma:Varrow\{1, \ldots, l\}$ $G$
signed elimination order . $E’=E_{\sigma,l-1}=\{\{x, y\}\in E|\sigma(x), \sigma(y)<l\}$







$\bullet$ $\sigma$ $G_{i}=(V, E_{i}, c)$ signed elimination order .
, , $G=(V, \emptyset, \emptyset)$
, signed eliminability signed eliminable graph $G=$
$(V, E_{+}, E_{-})$ . , $G$ signed elimina-
tion order $\sigma$ , $E_{\sigma,1},$ $E_{\sigma,2},$ . . . , $E_{\sigma,l}$ ,
step $\sigma$ signed elimination order . , $G$
signed eliminable $(A_{l-1}, \underline{2m})[G]$ ” , .
$G$ signed eliminable $(A_{l-1},\underline{2m})[G]$ ”
, [3] signed eliminable graph signed elimination
order . Signed eliminable graph
. $v_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $v_{k},$ $w,$ $u,$ $u’$ ,
$M=\{\{u, v_{1}\}, \{v_{1}, v_{2}\}, \{v_{2}, v_{3}\}, \ldots, \{v_{k-1}, v_{k}\}, \{v_{k}, u’\}\}$
$M’=\{\{w, v_{1}\}, \{w, v_{2}\}, \ldots, \{w, v_{k}\}\}$
$V_{\Lambda 1}=\{v_{1}, \ldots, v_{k}, w, u, u’\}$
. Signed graphs $(V_{M}, M, M’),$ $(V_{M}, M’, M)$ mountain .
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$v_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $v_{k},$ $w,$ $w’,$ $u,$ $u$’ ,
$H=\{\{u, v_{1}\}, \{v_{1}, v_{2}\}, \{v_{2}, v_{3}\}, \ldots, \{v_{k-1}, v_{k}\}, \{v_{k}, u’\}\}$
$H’=\{\{w, v_{1}\}, \{w, v_{2}\}, \ldots, \{w, v_{k}\}\}\cup\{\{w’, v_{1}\}, \{w’, v_{2}\}, \ldots, \{w’, v_{k}\}\}$
$\cup\{\{w, u\}, \{w’, u’\}\}$
$V_{H}=\{v_{1}, \ldots, v_{k}, w, w’, u, u’\}$
. Signed graphs $(V_{H}, H, H’),$ $(V_{H}, H’, H)$ hill .
Lemma 3.14 ([3]) :
$\bullet$ $(V, E+, E_{-})$ signed eliminable.
$\bullet$ :





, signed eliminable graph
, , .
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